SEXOLOGY

e’ve reached peak beard,
peak gin and peak avocado
– Instagrammed from fad to
fame and now, for all. Could
peak blow-job be next?
Because in bedrooms, on
internet browsers, even in
boutiques, it’s all about the job we don’t put on our
CV. A friend is shelling out £95 a pop for blow-job
classes in an exclusive city lingerie shop. The latest
incarnation of the manspreading trend is happening
all over our faces – Google “facial” and it doesn’t take
much scrolling before you realise the liquid on some
women’s cheeks is not serum (clue: it sounds very similar).
When writing Girls & Sex: Navigating The Complicated
New Landscape, author Peggy Orenstein found that
schoolgirls saw a blow-job as social currency: “how
you make friends with the popular guys,” said one.
Basically, in the 16 years since SATC’s Samantha
declared, “Honey, they don’t call it a job for nothing”,
we’ve definitely put in the overtime. Only, what are we
getting for it? A happy man, a stiff jaw and the niggling
sensation there’s a stray hair stranded
somewhere in our mouth is hardly the
equivalent of private dental insurance and
a company car. Now, two new studies, from
the UK in February and Canada in April,
confirm that, just like in pay and politics,
we’re being screwed (well, or not) by
a gender gap in oral sex. 63% of men
– a fifth more than women – received oral
sex during their last sexual encounter.
When women were asked if they generally
found the act very pleasurable to perform,
only 28% said yes. Which means we’re doing it, not really
enjoying it, and often not getting ours in return. Er, HR?
“Traditionally, women were the submissive givers,
men the dominant receivers. These scripts still inform
our ideas about who is entitled to pleasure,” explains
sex researcher Jessica Wood, who led the Canadian
study. A sentiment which was, frustratingly, echoed
when sexual-behaviour researcher Dr Cicely Marston
interviewed 16 to 18-year-old Brits. “They expect to
prioritise men’s pleasure,” she confirms. “Women often
talked about how revolting they found penises, but
they hid it from their partners to be polite. Imagery of
women giving blow-jobs (or looking like they might be) is
everywhere, and they’re not shown finding it disgusting
– just the opposite.” Take porn. Women devour the penis
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like it’s an ice lolly about to melt off its stick. If men
return the favour, it’s with a few stabs of lizard tongue
that resemble your NutriBullet working on an apple.
Dr Marston also found that among teens, giving oral
sex to a woman was considered a far bigger deal: “With
a boy, it is just skin. With a girl, it’s skin, but it’s sort of
wet and fleshy, it’s different,” one male study participant
attempted to rationalise. She even discovered a slang
term – bocat – used man-to-man to ridicule someone
who’d been ‘found out’ as having gone down on a woman.
Perturbed that this must be a terrifying new generational
thing, I asked a 36-year-old guy if the same had been
true in his teenage years. “Not as a term of abuse,” he
paused, “but if you gave a woman oral sex and didn’t
get anything in return, then you were definitely seen
as a mug.” So far, so tumbleweed for our vulvas.
By now you’re likely wondering how
you’ve managed to get anyone between
your legs besides the smear nurse. You
could forgive your clitoris if a few hundred
of its 8,000 nerve endings wanted a vaginal
Brexit (Vexit?). But when the Canadian
study asked adult men if they enjoyed
giving a woman oral sex, it got a very
different conclusion – 52% said yes,
they enjoyed it a lot. Which begs the
question: if over half of the grown-up
male population loves going south,
why aren’t they doing it? The answer falls to us.
Of course, a proportion of women are left cold by
the act of oral. While some consider it the Céline
shoulder bag of the sex world, personally, my list of
partner-based activities would go intercourse, fingers,
him fixing the leaking bathroom tap followed by doing
the food shop – with oral sex somewhere around the
looking-online-for-a-new-sofa mark. And I’m not on my
own here: vlogger Arielle Scarella of YouTube’s Lesbians
Explain asked 500 straight and 500 lesbian viewers
if they preferred oral or penetration, and found 25%
(lesbian) and 55% (straight) in favour of penetration.
But of the high volume of women who do love the oral
sensation – at least 45% by that small poll – many are still
saying no to it. “His tongue feels so nice, but I just can’t
relax enough to enjoy it. Did I miss a patch shaving? Do
I smell? Taste nasty? Are there little bits of loo roll stuck
to anything? Spots?” admits Rachael, 27, who rarely lets
her boyfriend return the favour. Kelly, 30, agrees that her
headspace blocks the way for, er, head. “I get a weird
negative mental commentary, like my brain’s spewing
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Going down?
Yes, we are. Men, not so much. When it comes to oral
sex, women are giving way more than we’re
getting. So why the gap – and what can we do
about it? GLAMOUR’s new resident Sex Editor,
Gemma Askham, reports
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unsexy thoughts. ‘Try not to fart. Am I fresh? I should
have showered. Did I turn the iron off?’”
If some men have the confidence to push our heads
down to initiate oral – sex therapist Dr Ava Cadell confirms
men’s ‘head-stroke to scrotum’ manoeuvre is the biggest
complaint she hears from women – why do some women
lack so much confidence that we nudge men’s heads up?
While porn is guilty of making the head-shove
mainstream, it’s also to blame for a skewed view of
genitalia. Now watched as early as eight to ten years old,
according to sex educator Paul Joannides – “we have boys
in middle school asking young women if they like facials,”
he admits – Wood blames not just porn’s content, but
its surgically altered portrayal of vulvas. “There’s one
representation: white, waxed, with smaller inner lips.”
This view of women’s parts might be as fake as their
moans of pleasure, but it distorts thinking. “Many women
worry that their vulvas look ‘wrong’,” adds
Dr Marston. “I saw a (female) Hollywood
A-lister tell a story about a female friend
who had pubic hair, as if that was the most
revolting thing in the world. No wonder
women worry: they’re being judged by
actors on TV.” But the issue is wider than
just porn and pubes. “Culturally, we represent
penises as powerful and vulvas as messy. We
hide periods and evidence of them; loads of
unnecessary and even harmful products to
‘clean’ vaginas are available,” she says.
Our supposed ‘inferiority’ is documented all around us:
penises and testes are hairy and sweaty, yet no products
are marketed to freshen them up. There’s the inequality
between a young boy touching his penis and everyone
laughing, and a girl touching her vulva and being told ‘that’s
dirty’. We keep periods invisible in the sense that no one
wanders around an office clutching a tampon. I’ve never
heard any woman talk about the aesthetics of her genitals
with the positivity of a man addressing his “big, hard” penis.
In fact, there’s even a medical scale to measure our
genital insecurity. The Female Genital Self-Image Scale
(FGSIS) is a kind of psychometric evaluation of how
much we cheerlead our vulvas, taking into account things
like our level of comfort during a doctor’s exam. It has
definitively linked negative thoughts to impaired sexual

function, and the reverse – positive thoughts increase
sex-positive actions such as masturbation. Dr Andrea L.
DeMaria uses FGSIS in her genital research at the College
of Charleston, and agrees that women face anxieties that
men simply do not. “If we spent more time teaching
women about their genital appearance and function,
and less time marketing modification products, women
may feel more comfortable with their genitals and more
empowered to take control of them,” she confirms.
It’s on the subject of power, of being empowered,
that I begin to see women’s preference to give oral ahead
of receiving it in a slightly different light. For while there
is a sacrifice to it – you can’t brush low enjoyment levels
under a pile of mop-up tissues – there is also a position
of power. What puts you more in control than having
a man’s crown jewels millimetres from your teeth as he
begs you to pleasure him? In a world where our sexual
needs are deemed inferior and we’re
told our vulvas are wrong, you can’t
blame us for seizing on an action that
society – finally – says we do well.
But there’s a big difference between
pleasing and pleasure. The Canadian
research concluded: “women were more
likely to say their oral experience was very
pleasurable when it involved a mutual
interaction (ie both partners gave and
received), compared to where women
only gave oral sex,” describes Wood.
Achieving tit-for-tat transformed 31-year-old Charley’s
sex life. “Oral always seemed selfish or awkward: I was
self-conscious about my appearance, his face in there,
sounds, fluids, pressure to come. But changing my
partner changed everything. He loves pussy. He’ll spread
my legs and tell me how beautiful I am. Suddenly, sounds
and wetness are really hot instead of embarrassing.
He makes it clear that he’s enjoying himself, so I’m
confident enough to ask him to go down all the time.”
Think of oral sex and you think between the legs.
But maybe the real key to oral pleasure is in the mouth
itself. Not what you put in it – what you let out of it. ●
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For more from our resident Sex Editor,
Gemma Askham, visit GLAMOUR.com

Oral confidence: a receiver’s guide
How to make pleasure your number one thought, by sex researcher Jessica Wood
● Realise there is great
diversity in how women’s
genitals look, smell, taste.
Get a mirror, check it out:
men only have to look
down to see what’s going
on with their genitals.
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● Trust a partner when

● Use the proper names

● Visit 101vagina.com

they are pleasuring you.
We can be self-conscious,
but your partner is
totally enjoying himself/
herself down there (and
research proves this).

for your genitals: vulva,
vagina and clitoris instead
of ‘down there’ – this
will mean there isn’t
a scary ‘otherness’ to
that part of your body.

– 101 photos, videos
and stories of women’s
honest/funny experiences
with their vulvas. 101penis
and 101breasts are
being compiled too.

